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A New HIGH-TECH Solution to Modern Parenting Challenges 

Your Village, one-stop parenting resource like no other, launches site with 40+ on-demand video classes addressing 
parenting challenges for infants through teens 

Los Angeles, CA — Millions of  parents struggle daily with doubts, challenges and anxieties, from discipline to bullying 
to questions about children’s development and health. To answer these questions, parents can turn to recently launched 
Your Village, an unmatched online parenting resource. With all classes available 24/7 from any device, it’s perfect for 
today’s busy parents. 

The 20-50 minute classes, based on the latest in child development research, are broken down in small chapters so 
parents can start and stop as needed throughout their hectic days. Your Village covers not just discipline, but goes way 
beyond into many concerns and challenges modern parents face, including: 

Erin Royer-Asrilant, the Founder and CEO, mom of  three children under 8, with a Master’s in Clinical Psychology and 
a specialty in Child Development and Family Dynamics, aims to support and guide parents along the journey, increasing 
parent’s confidence, family connection and literally changing lives.  Erin also guides parents in a paradigm shift to 
understand that the true meaning of  discipline is far from what we have been led to believe. 

“A child is like a kite,” says Royer-Asrilant.  “Let the string out too fast and the child crashes. Hold it too tightly and the 
child never learns the skills to fly, to be successful in the world.”  In addition to the site, Royer-Asrilant also answers 
questions sent in from struggling parents via her Blog and quickly growing Podcast.  To learn more about Royer-
Asrilant and her philosophy, check out this short interview. 

For more information about Your Village Online or to book Erin Royer-Asrilant for interviews and/or speaking 
engagements, please visit www.YourVillageOnline.com.   

            
###    

       

• Bullying  
• Sleep & Bedtime Struggles 
• Picky Eaters 
• Self  Esteem

• Sibling Rivalry & Fighting 
• Tantrums 
• Media & Technology 
• And many more
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